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WG Global 
Zero False Alarm* 58 KHz Acoustomagnetic EAS  

 

 
*our patented system algorithm avoid false alarms from when walking through the gate.  
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Pencil Tag 

Our standard acoustomagnetic Pencil hardtag for 

large passage widths, with magnetic super-Lock ™ 

locking mechanism for improved security.  

 

The tag is smaller and lighter than most hardtags 

on the market but due to its optimized ferrite tech-

nology it offers extended exit widths.  

 

Compared to resonator tags and labels the possi-

ble exit width is about 20 % larger. Used on the 

same exit width, this gives a log of reserve. Even in 

environments with much noise. 

 

Acoustomagnetic component:  

Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  

 

Compatible with all SuperLockTM detachers.  

 

Length: 49.9 mm  

Weight: 9 g  

 

Standard colors: white, black or gray 

 

Art. Codes: 

TAGPEN58-GS = grey 

TAGPEN58-BS = black 

TAGPEN58-WS = white 

 

This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz 

TAGPEN8.2-GS = grey 

TAGPEN8.2-BS = black 

TAGPEN8.2-WS = white 

 

 

Can be used with “garment friendly” polished 

smooth pins or for maximum protection and even 

higher security with grooved pins.   

 

Pins in boxes a'1000 pcs.  

PIN F   = Pin Flat Smooth  

PIN-F-G  = Pin Flat Grooved  

PIN D  = Dome Grooved Pin  

PIN-D-G  = Pin Dome Grooved (grooved)  

P01 / 19S  = Pin Flat 19mm for thicker materials, 

  i.e. shoes, Leather etc., 
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Super Pencil Tag 

Acoustomagnetic hardtag for largest passage 

widths, with magnetic super-Lock ™ locking mech-

anism for improved security.  

 

The tag uses our largest and strongest ferrite rod 

and thus reaches Exit width of 3-5 m between an-

tennas.  

 

Compared to resonator tags and labels the possi-

ble exit width is about 50 % larger. Super pencil is 

an excellent choice for the use with floor systems. 

Detection height reaches levels like a normal verti-

cal antenna.   

 

Acoustomagnetic component:  

Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  

 

Compatible with all SuperLockTM detachers.  
 

Length: 59.9 cm  

Weight: 14 g  

 

Standard colors: white, black or gray  

 

Art.Codes: 

TAG-PENS 58-GS = grey 

TAG-PENS 58-BS = black 

TAG-PENS 58-WS = white 
 

This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz 

TAG-PENS 8.2-GS = grey 

TAG-PENS 8.2-BS = black 

TAG-PENS 8.2-WS = white 

 

Can be used with “garment friendly” polished 

smooth pins or for maximum protection and even 

higher security with grooved pins.   

 

Pins in boxes a'1000 pcs.  

PIN F   = Pin Flat Smooth  

PIN-F-G  = Pin Flat Grooved  

PIN D  = Dome Grooved Pin  

PIN-D-G  = Pin Dome Grooved (grooved)  

P01 / 19S  = Pin Flat 19mm for thicker materials, 

  i.e. shoes, Leather etc., 
.,  
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Micro Pencil Tag 

Our smallest acoustomagnetic Pencil hardtag for 

regular passage widths.  

 Magnetic super-Lock ™ locking mechanism for 

improved security.  

 

The tag is one of the smallest in the market but due 

to its optimized ferrite technology it offers same exit 

width like the much larger resonator tags at about 

half the size of its competitors.  

 

Acoustomagnetic component:  

Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  

 

Compatible with all SuperLockTM detachers.  

 

Length: 41.9 mm  

Weight: 8 g  

 

Standard colours: white, black or gray  

 

Art. Codes: 

TAG-MPEN 58-GS = grey 

TAG-MPEN 58-BS = black 

TAG-MPEN 58-WS = white 

 

This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-GS = grey 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-BS = black 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-WS = white 

 

Can be used with “garment friendly” polished 

smooth pins or for maximum protection and even 

higher security with grooved pins.   

 

Pins in boxes a'1000 pcs.  

PIN F   = Pin Flat Smooth  

PIN-F-G  = Pin Flat Grooved  

PIN D  = Dome Grooved Pin  

PIN-D-G  = Pin Dome Grooved (grooved)  

P01 / 19S  = Pin Flat 19mm for thicker materials, 

  i.e. shoes, Leather etc., 
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Shell Tag & Shell Ink Tag 

Acoustomagnetic hardtag for large passage 

widths in special, tamper-resistant shell tag tech-

nology with SuperLock ™ security lock.  

 

Very safe against manipulation by shoplifters.  At 

the same time it treats the garment with greatest 

care because the larger pin surface I distributes 

the weight to a larger space. That avoid an exten-

sion or wear our of the stitched hole through the 

fabric.  

Also the needle is inaccessible for shoplifters be-

cause of the larger diameter of the tag pin.  

 

Shell tag comes complete with tag and smooth, 

polished pin.  

 

Shell Ink  

are versions of the Shell tag with three additional 

ink cartridges' hidden inside the tag.   

Only at a serious attempt to tamper the tag these 

cartridges break and release the ink to damage 

the merchandise and color the shoplifter.  

 

Professionals know that these tags are secure and 

make it impossible to use or sell the stolen mer-

chandise. Therefore they avoid them and once 

they became colored, they will not “revisit” the 

store. 

 

Acoustomagnetic component:  

Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  

 

dimension: 54x54x22 mm  

 

Standard colors: black or gray  

Ink colors: Red, Yellow, Blue  

 

Art. Codes: 

TAG SHELL 58 BS   = black 

TAG SHELL 58 GS   = grey 

TAG SHELL INK 58 BS  = black  + ink 

TAG SHELL INK 58 GS  = grey + ink 

 

This tag is also available in radio frequency (8.2 

MHz or 66 KHz)  

 

 

TAG SHELL 8.2 BS   = black RF 

TAG SHELL 8.2 GS   = grey RF 

TAG SHELL 66 BS   = black RF 66KHz 

TAG SHELL INK 8.2 BS  = black + ink RF 

TAG SHELL INK 8.2 GS  = grey + ink RF 
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Micro Shell / Micro Shell Ink Tag 

Small acoustomagnetic hardtag for medium and 

large passage widths in special, tamper-resistant 

shell tag technology with SuperLock ™ security 

lock.  

Very safe against manipulation by shoplifters.  At 

the same time it treats the garment with greatest 

care because the larger pin surface I distributes 

the weight to a larger space. That avoid an exten-

sion or wear our of the stitched hole through the 

fabric.  

Also the needle is inaccessible for shoplifters be-

cause of the larger diameter of the tag pin.  

 

Shell tag comes complete with tag and smooth, 

polished pin.  

 

Micro Shell Ink  

are versions of the Micro Shell Tag with an addition-

al ink cartridge visible on the tag.   

Only at a serious attempt to tamper the tag the 

cartridge will break and release the ink to damage 

the merchandise and color the shoplifter.  

 

Professionals know that these tags are secure and 

make it impossible to use or sell the stolen mer-

chandise. Therefore they avoid them and once 

they became colored, they will not “revisit” the 

store. 

   

 

Acoustomagnetic component:  

Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  

 

dimension: 45x45x22 mm  

 

Standard colors: black  

Ink color: red  

 

Art.Codes: 

TAG MSHELL58– BS = black 

TAG MSHELL58– INK BS = black with Ink 

 

This tag is also available in radio frequency (8.2 

MHz  

 

TAG MSHELL8.2– BS = black 

TAG MSHELL8.2– INK BS = black with Ink 
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Ink-C  benefit denial tag 

Ink tag  has two colored ink cartridges in a trans-

parent housing. No electronic function. It may be 

attached to any hardtag or attached to a gar-

ment with a magnetic clutch in place of the nee-

dle.  

Only at a serious attempt to tamper the tag the 

cartridge will break and release the ink to damage 

the merchandise and color the shoplifter.  

 

Professionals know that these tags are secure and 

make it impossible to use or sell the stolen mer-

chandise. Therefore they avoid them and once 

they became colored, they will not “revisit” the 

store. 
 

 

 

Size: 40x40x13mm  

 

 

Art. Codes:  

Ink tag:  TAG INKK C  

Clutch:  Clutch CY  

Clutch CY 
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Lanyard Tag 

Stylish acoustomagnetic hardtag with integrated 
rubber coated steel lanyard for protecting la large 
variety of goos such as bags, suitcases, back-
packs, tools, camcorders, sport gear and other 
hard good items.  
Magnetic Super Lock mechanism.  
 
 Easy handling, fast and user-friendly, sleek de-
sign, black.  
 
Acoustomagnetic component:  
Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  
 
Dimension:  52x38x26 mm  
Lanyard length:  
  9 cm = 3.5 inches  
18 cm = 7.0 inch  
25 cm = 10 inches  
 
 
 
Art.Codes:  
TAG LANYARD 58BS 3.5 (3.5 inch loop)  
TAG LANYARD 58BS 7  (with 7 inch loop)  
TAG LANYARD 58BS 10 (with 10 inch loop)  
 
 
This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz.  
 
TAG LANYARD 8.2BS 3.5 (3.5 inch loop)  
TAG LANYARD 8.2BS 7  (with 7 inch loop)  
TAG LANYARD 8.2BS 10 (with 10 inch loop)  
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Lanyard  

Accessory to regular hard tags for protecting a 
large variety of goods such as bags, suitcases, 
backpacks, tools, camcorders, sports gear and 
other hard good items.  
 
Material steel rope, Braided rubber.  
 
 
Compatible with all security tags with magnetic 
and mechanical shutter.  
 
Length: 175mm  
 
Art. Code:  
AR3P 
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WG  -  Lock Tag 

Acoustomagnetic hard magnetic fuse with Super 
Lock ™ closure mechanism (can be removed from 
the secured goods exclusively with SuperLockTM 
openers).  
 
Closure with integrated stainless steel strap.  
Acoustomagnetic component: Ferrites 58 kHz Mi-
cro  
 
Compatible with all SuperLockTM openers at 
Checkout particularly fast and user friendly, sleek 
design.  
 
Weight: 19 g  
Standard color: black  
Art.Code: TAGLOCK58-BS  
 
This label is also available in radio frequency 
(08.02 MHz)  
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58 KHz AM– Labels 

Acoustomagnetic adhesive label,  
Brand:  Sensormatic  
 
Acoustomagnetic component: Dualresonator  
58 kHz  
 
Size: 45 x 10 x 1.7 mm  
Weight: about 1 grams  
 
Delivery in cartons of 5,000 pcs.  
A 4 sheets, each with 108 labels  
 
Standard colors: white, black, dummy barcode 
printed  
 
Art.Codes:  
ZLDRS1 = white  
ZLDRS5 = black  
ZLDRS2 = barcode printing 
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Seal-Tag stops „Wardrobing“! 

"Wardrobing" is a new fraud phenomenon which 

concerns online stores and retail stores simultane-

ously. Ordered or taken home to try with goods 

carried on an evening party and then returned. 

Seal tag of WG Global solves this problem. 

Seal tag is a product 

development for 

The disposable label Seal tag is attached together 

with a clearly recognizable “awareness-card” on 

the garment. The fitting is done as in conventional 

security labels. If the customer has made the deci-

sion to buy, he can even remove the label by lift-

ing the seal-ring.  

Seal tag looks natural especially stylish when it is 

branded with your own logo. 

WG Global GmbH 

Sägewerkstraße 3 

D- 83416 Surheim 

 

Email:      info@wgglobal.eu 

D: Tel.      +49 8654 7715-0      Fax: -29 

A: Tel.      +43 810 900 313-0   Fax: -29 

 

Dimensions: 62x29x11 mm 

Our Products  need to fit  perfect!  
 This is why we allow our customers to 

try our fashion at home to choose size, 
shape or color before purchase.   But please note: Return is no problem if 

the seal tag is undamaged and the product was not used.   

guaranteed new and unworn  

When you are sure that 
you want to buy this item, 

Trist to remove  But please note: Return is no problem if 

the seal tag is undamaged and the product was not used.  

guaranteed new and unworn  
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Why acoustomagnetic technology? 

AM EAS-systems are proven to have the highest detection rate in 

the industry. Even on products where RF and RFID technology fail 

because of given physical conditions, AM still performs best. 

If labels are posted on aluminum foil or cans or when packaging 

is made of glossy cartons containing a thin layer of metal to 

achieve the great optical effect, the RF signal is shielded. Even 

in metal shopping carts or conductive materials such as Spirits 

and perfumes, AM detects better than all other EAS-

technologies.  It is reliable.  

 

Possibly the most important fact for users and customers is that 

WG systems operate false-alarm free - because our special sys-

tem algorithm eliminates false alarms from objects carried 

through the system. When a customer is in the gate and the sys-

tem alarms, you can bet: Maybe you forgot to remove the tag 

or the customer “forgot” to pay. Anyway you will find a tag.  

 

Our new Wi-Fi and BTL systems have reduced power consump-

tion, offer jammer detection, wider exit widths, help users to 

identify alarms from tags being too close to the system and are 

compatible with RFID systems. 

 

Smallest tags, reliable deactivation, and thanks to 4-alarm 

"Extreme Security" the maximum security level against profession-

al shoplifters.  

 

All this provides for the sustainable reduction of your shrinkage  

and an ongoing staff motivation.                           

 

 

All this counts.  
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About WG Global: 

Each market segment, and each region has its specific problem 

areas and therefore require specific products.   

 

We are constantly learning from practice and apply this know-

how incorporated directly in the development of new solutions. 

This is part of our corporate philosophy and works best in an 

owner-managed company with direct access to resources - 

such as WG.  

 

Creating first class solutions and functionality at an attractive 

price is our goal. Customer service includes product availability. 

In in our two warehouse buildings in Surheim we have sufficient 

storage capacity for 1200 pallets.  

 

Many renowned retailers in Germany and Austria are already 

working with WG-Global´s direct operations. To accompany 

their expansion  WG has internationally experienced project 

managers.  

 

WG Products are also available through our Sales and Service 

partners in over 60 countries creating  our Global Service Partner 

Network.  

 

WG as a medium-sized owner-managed company usually re-

sponds far more flexibly to our customers' requirements than oth-

ers can. Our style is rather hands on than playing Power point.  

   

Check it out and call WG or our local partner.  
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Disclaimer  

Particular care has been taken in the preparation of this catalogue. However, 

WG Global GmbH assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. Nor is any liabil-

ity assumed for damages resulting from the use of information contained herein. 

Furthermore, WG Global GmbH reserves the right to change any descriptions and 

specifications without notice.  

 

 

Copyright Notice  

All content on this catalog, including but not limited to design, text, software, 

technical drawings, configurations, graphics, and other files are the property of 

WG Security Products Inc. or WG Global GmbH. All rights reserved. The Content 

may not be modified, copied or distributed, without WG’s prior written approval. 

Approvals provided may be terminated at any time.  

 

Impressum:   

Publisher:               WG Global GmbH, Sägewerkstraße 3, 83416 Surheim, Germany 

Editing & Content:  Anton Kaltenleitner 

Photos & Graphics:  WG Global GmbH 

Layout:   WG Global GmbH 

 

All rights reserved, all indications without engagement, subject to modifications. Misprints, 

typing- and printing errors reserved. 
 

 

 
Headquarter:     Surheim   Sägewerkstraße 3, D-83416 Surheim 

 
Bank details:          Germany:   Sparkasse Berchtesgadener Land    BLZ: 710500 00  Acc Nr.   389 304 

                            Commerzbank AG,    BLZ: 70080000   Acc Nr.   0230 500 800 

    Austria  :      Raiffeisenbank Mondseeland       BLZ: 34322        Acc Nr.   311 266 
 
 


